
IAG’s next major Signature Auction -Sale 90 - to be held on the 15th Septem-
ber, is online now! Every lot is photo-
graphed in IAG’s cutting edge bidding
program, pdf catalogues are free to
download and you can view and read
the catalogue in Ebook format. However
you look at it, this is a significant sale
not to be missed! 
Some key highlights include the finest
of only three known 1914 Collins-Allen
5 Pounds  (R 36a) with dark blue serial
numbers. A key note missing from al-
most every serious collection, and orig-
inally sold in 2009 for a record $81,550,
this rare note is estimated at $25,000
and sure to be snapped up! Other key
notes include rare 100 Pound notes from
two different banknote collections, one in
VF condition and one in gFine. This issue
is rarely seen on the market, making this
sale a fantastic opportunity to grab one
of Sale 90’s key Pre Decimal banknotes.  
The bulk of Sale 90 comprises of six
major collections, with highlights includ-
ing more than FIFTY Pre Federation
Banknotes, a superb Proof 1938 Crown,
Two Adelaide Pounds, a 1930 Penny and
a multitude of high grade Pre Decimal
Banknotes, including a selection of large
issues along with a nice 50 Pound note. 

Other highlights of note in this sale is
a large quantity of high grade Pre Dec-
imal coins with superb grade PCGS and
raw coins, along with a number of rare
Pre Decimal Proof issues including a
Proof 1924 Threepence. A large selection
of more Banknotes includes Specimen
and Star notes, a 1 Pound with Million
Serials, First and Last Prefixes, paper
and polymer Decimal, Misprinted notes,
NPA and more. 
Several old collections are spearheaded
by a fantastic and large selection of
World, British and Proclamation issues
including many key and rare coins. The
more than 40 lots of Proclamation in-
cludes two Johannas, six Half Johannas
and a wide variety of issues with many
in gold. The more than 100 lots of British
coins include early hammered issued
right through to proof sets, full cased
1902 Edward VII and 1911 George V Cor-
onation sets as well as many gold issues.
Along with this there are several es-
tate collections amid over forty separate
vendors that feature everything from
unreserved lots, Gold issues, bulk and
quantities of Pre Decimal coinage in-
cluding many scarce dates, Rare Mis-
Struck coins including a 5 Cent Fiji Mule,
Mint Products, Ancient coins including a

rare Alexander the Great gold Distater,
Tokens and Internments Camps, numer-
ous World Banknotes with many rare
issues and so much more. Sale 90 really
has something for every collector and
every budget! 
View every lot in the auction and
place bids Online now for free! Go to
www.iagauctions.com where there is
also more Auction information, previous
catalogues and prices realised, and ven-
dor information including a function to
submit items for future auctions. Con-
tact IAG direct on - Phone (07) 55 380 300
– Email mail@iagauctions.com with any
queries. 
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IAG’s Superb Signature Auction
Sale 90 –15th September 2019

Just 3 of the Rare Pre Decimal Banknotes on offer.

A few of the many Rare Coins In Sale 90.

A Superb Proof 1938 Crown
Estimated at $28,000.
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